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Why YOU Need to Know

Understanding the basics about your IT system will help:

 Avoid over/under collection 
= Save Resources

 Increase likelihood that actions were 
reasonable

= Reduce time spent on discovery 
disputes, more time on Case 
Merits

 Limit how much time lawyers need to spend 
with individual custodians

= Reduce distractions from 
Business Operations

 Master facts earlier in the case
= Control of the pace of case; more 

offense and less defense (or vice 
versa); focus on case Strategy

YOU MIGHT BE THE ONLY ONE WHO 
DOES KNOW
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1. Where Are Emails and 
Chats Stored and for How 
Long?

Employee Communications – email and chats
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Type of Email System

 Type of System

– Version

 Where is the server located?

– Premises/ IT Vendor/ Cloud Service
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Email Server – What’s On It?

• When was the server 
implemented/deployed? 

• Were emails from prior 
server migrated into 
new server?

What is 
the time 
frame of 
emails in 

the 
server? 
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Email Server – Settings

 Offline or Online Storage

 Auto purges

 Size Limitations

 Time Setting

 Is the company Journaling email?
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Email Archives
 Archive variations

– Type of archive 

– When was it implemented

– Were all emails pushed into archive

– Has it been purged

 Are all users on same retention

– Legal Hold Capabilities

– Searching and export functions
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Office 365 & Google Business

 Settings

– Retention Settings

– PSTs

 What was migrated

 Contract/Plan 

 Archive

 Admin Functions 
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Instant Messaging 
 Type of IM application

 How is it configured?

 Is logging turned on?

– Future logging
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Other Considerations

 Can employees access company systems from outside 
the office?

– Access route

– Access Logs

 Mobile Device Management
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2. Where Do Employees 
Save Documents?

User Files – documents, spreadsheets, presentations
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Common Storage Locations
• Server Location

– On Prem or Cloud?

• Types of Directories/Drives
– Personal drives/folders - network

– Shared drives/folders - network

– Local storage – computer, external media

– Document management system - network
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Questions About Storage Options
 Restrictions/Policies

– Are employees instructed to save certain types of 
documents in specific places?
 Monitored? Automatic? Enforced?
 Re-Direction – documents saved locally moved to 

network storage
– Access
 Are certain storage locations restricted to certain 

persons/groups?
 Which folders/drives can IT access remotely?
 Deletion/edits – who has rights?

 Search capabilities
 Preservation – “in place” options
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3. What Happens to 
Departing Employee 
Data?

Departing Employees
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• Do you have a waiting period prior to wiping/re-use 
of hardware, or deleting email?

• Do you have a list of company assets in the 
possession of each employee?

• Is IT provided notification of all legal holds and the 
persons subject to them?

• Who is the person responsible for assessing the 
litigation implications of the departure (i.e., subject 
to a hold)

• Are new/re-assigned employees informed of the 
litigation hold to which its 
predecessor/predecessor’s data was subject?

• What is covered in exit interviews?
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4. How Quickly Must You 
Act?

Back-Ups
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Backups

*You Really Need to Know the Backup Cycle*

but also helpful:

●Type ● Legacy ● Back-Ups Often Irrelevant
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5. What is the Skill Level 
and Capacity of the IT 
Department?

The Information Technology Department’s Role 
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 Understand capacity

 Understand skill level 

 Create a process

– What’s the paper trail?

 Designate an owner of the 
process

 Communicate

 Follow-up
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Paper Trail 
 Why
 Who creates 

documentation?
 What needs to be 

documented
– Implementation of 

preservation requests
– Collection requests
– Who/when/where 

searched for data
– Could not locate data

 Chain of Custody Forms
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Questions?
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